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How Does Radiation Therapy
Trigger Immune Responses?

What is Proton Beam Therapy?

Irradiation damages the
DNA in the cell causing
double strand breaks

Most breaks repair over
time but not always with
their correct partners

☆ Proton beam therapy is a type of radiation-therapy which uses proton particles rather than x-rays (also
called photons) to kill cancer cells.
☆ Protons differ x-rays as they deposit the majority of their dose when they stop, several cm into water or
the patient (above).
☆ Protons convey significant health advantages as very
little damage is delivered after the proton has
stopped, meaning healthy tissue, can be spared.

cGAS

☆ The Christie Hospital in Manchester delivered the
UKs first high energy proton therapy cancer
treatments on the NHS.

cGAS triggers the STING pathway
which produces immune
response through interferons

Cell Division

☆ Immediately next to the cancer treatment room is
our proton research beamline (right).
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Below: Time at which a population of cells reaches
cell division with no DNA damage

To understand and harness the full effectiveness of proton therapy in treating cancer,
we need to be able to pinpoint how long the cell has to repair before it divides.
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☆ The cells in our body are not synchronised within the cell cycle, but are
distributed all around the cycle. The majority lie in G1 phase.
☆ The graph on the right shows a cycling population of cells would reach cell
division with no DNA damage.
☆ DNA damage delays the cell passing through the G1/S and G2/M checkpoints.
(This is because the cell does not want to replicate its DNA or divide with ongoing
damage).
☆ To understand when the population of cells will divide after x-ray or proton
radiation damage, a complex computational model of the cell cycle can be
created. This is the focus of the current work.

Replicating the DNA Damage and Repair in a
Mathematical Model
☆ The two main phases of repair
happen in Gap 1 (G1) and Gap 2
(G2).
☆ These phases have different
pathways which repair the DNA
producing slightly different shapes
of repair curve (right).
☆ When creating a mathematical
model, it is vital to ensure that
experimental data is matched as
closely as possible.
☆ To ensure that our DNA damage
repair was correct, we used x-ray
experimental data from Deckbar et
al. (2010).
☆ Unfortunately there is insufficient
published data on proton repair and
therefore we are in the process of
creating our own proton
experiments to understand any
differences in the repair curves.
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Building the G2/M Checkpoint
☆ 1 hour after irradiation, different amounts of DNA damage will remain
depending on whether it was a G1 or G2 repair.
☆ Using data from Deckbar et al. (2007),
we can build the G2/M checkpoint.
☆ The more DNA damage remaining,
the less chance of passing the G2/M
checkpoint and dividing (right).
☆ Using this knowledge, we can build
into our model the G2/M checkpoint
and hence delay cell division
following different doses of radiation.

Next Steps
☆ Now that we have the G2/M checkpoint we need to test the differences between
proton and x-ray repair.
☆ To do this we need to generate experimental data in our research room for
protons so that we can study the differences.
☆ Once we have a good model of the difference between protons and x-rays, we
can use this to understand the differences in immune responses generated.
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